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Zaleski, after stressing the fact that the geographical situation
of Poland imposed on her a policy of peace, prudence and vigilance
in collaboration with States who had a decisive voice in solving
the difficult problems of the day, said he had profited from his
visit, as he had discussed all questions with the British statesmen
in complete harmony, while giving at the same time the Polish
point of view, the common object being the conservation of peace.
Naturally the Polish newspapers seized the opportunity of under-
lining the much better understanding reached, although rather
slowly, by the British of Poland's importance in the ensemble
of Europe, and how eminently pacific were her aims; it was
observed that the growing trade between the two countries
had contributed to this happy result. These statements scarcely
seemed sufficient to account for the invitation given to Zaleski
by the British Government. The real cause lay deeper. At that
time relations between England and France were strained, and
behind the invitation was the desire of the British Government
to make friendly use of the good offices of Poland, the ally of
France, in reducing, if not doing away with, the tension. This
implied a much greater compliment to Poland then was indicated
by the Press reports and comment.
POLISH WARSHIPS AND DANZIG
Another of the disputes between Poland and Danzig was concerned
with the Polish claim to use the harbour of the Free City as a port
^attache for Polish warships, a claim which Danzig resisted.
The case was argued before the Hague Court during November,
Sir John Fischer Williams, of Oxford, appearing for the Free City
and Poland being represented by Wlodimierz Moderow. The
former maintained that nothing in the relevent treaty and other
juridical documents supported the Polish contention, and that
therefore it had no foundation in law, whereas the latter, while
admitting this, deduced the justness of the claim from the fact
that as Poland was charged with the defence of the port, as was
also admitted, her use of warships in the port must be held to
be implied. The Court, by n votes to 3, decided for Danzig
on December 11.

